PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY
APPROVAL OF APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS PSYCHOMETRICIANS

Resolution No. 57
Series of 2015

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOMETRICIANS pursuant to Sec. 17, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the “Philippine Psychology Act of 2009”, and Sec. 17, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the “Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029”

1. ABAÑA, FATIMA SALINAS
2. AREOLA, MA. ALLENA DAVID
3. BENDO, IVY DELA PEÑA
4. CIABAL, LIVIEN UMACLAP
5. CONCHE, JEAN MANILE
6. DISTOR, JOHN MARK SURATOS
7. ESTACIO, RHENAN DIZON
8. EUSEBIO, TRINIDAD IRIS GALANG
9. FORONDA, JANE ACOSTA
10. FRANCISCO, BEMINDA CALAPAO
11. GALENO, PEDRO JR. PUERTA
12. GARVEZ, JOFE MARIE MAURILLO
13. GIO, ANNA LYNN LEONG
14. GUTIERREZ, JENNIE MARRA CAMACHO
15. IMPERIAL- JAPAY, ZSA ZSA MAUREEN ABENES
16. JUMAQUIO, MARK JOSEPH MENDOZA
17. KAWABATA, MYRTLE MACAM
18. MANLAPAZ, MARILEN TEODORO
19. OLEDA, HECTOR CABANES
20. OSORIO, ROSELLE DELA CRUZ
21. PANONCE, JUNITO ARNAN
22. PAYTE, ZAIDAH KRISTIN MARPURI
23. PLATON, MONA LIZA CASTILLO
24. RAPADA, JENNIFER BACELA
25. REONTVOY, MERCY ANDRIN
26. SABUERO, CHRISTINE ACEBU
27. SEMBRANO, CRISTINA SIROY
28. STA. ANA, MARIA SOCORRO JUANA DAVID
29. TAÑEDO, ENRICO TABAGO
30. TORRES, JOY MARIE GIRON
31. VILLALON, ARVIN MANUEL DELA ROSA
32. YU, ANGELA ARRIOLA
33. ZAFICO, JORGE JR GALLO

XXXNOTHING FOLLOWSXXX
Upon evaluation of the documents submitted in support of their respective application, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychometricians. Upon approval hereof by the Commission, let their respective Certificate of Registration and Professional Identification Card be issued after they shall have taken their respective oaths of professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 5th day of November, 2015.
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